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From the perspective of each type of smart wearable device, the smart 

wearable device market today is mainly dominated by three types of 

devices: TWS headphones, smart watches and VR/AR. Among them, 

TWS headset shipments continue to maintain a high level, reaching 310 

million units in 2021, occupying a major share of 69.02% of the smart 

wear market; followed by the smart watch market, with shipments 

reaching 128 million units in 2021 and a market share of 28.39%; 

followed by VR/AR virtual reality wearable devices, with shipments of 

about 12 million units in 2021 and a market share of about 2.6%. 2.6%.

Global smart wearable device shipments

Global smart wearable device shipments in 2021

 (unit: billion)
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Global smart wearable devices market share by 2021

Source:IDC
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Against the backdrop of market demand and technical support, 
the global smart wearable devices market is growing in terms of 
shipments in 2021, with 533 million units shipped in 2021, up 20% 
year-on-year.

Market situation: strong growth in smart wearable device shipments, fierce competition among 
head companies

From 2017-2021, the global wearable device revenue size 
grew year by year from $34.905 billion to $55.061 billion, with 
a compound annual growth rate of 12.53%.

The global industry concentration of smart wearable devices is 
increasing. Among the top five manufacturers, Apple is perennially 
number one.

Source:IDC
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Smart watch / bracelet - market size: the industry is booming, the competition pattern is 
more concentrated

The global smartwatch market shipments grew rapidly from 
32 million units in 2017 to 128 million units in 2021, with a CAGR 
of 31 .95%, and the market entered a period of rapid 
development.

The global smartwatch market competition pattern is 
relatively concentrated, and in 2021, Apple tops the list with 
30% market share, followed by Samsung and Huawei.

Source:Counterpoint,IDC
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Wearable devices resume growth in Q2 2022 with 
41.7 million units shipped

According to newly compiled Canalys report, the global smart 
wearable market recorded a 2% increase in shipments in Q2 
2022, compared to Q1.

The total global shipments of smart wearables - basic bands 
and smartwatches - stood at 41.7 million units. Of them, basic 
watches recorded a big 46.6% increase in shipments, while 
smartwatches (those that have apps) score a 9.3% increase.

Basic smart bands suffered a 35.5% decline in sales, though.

Source:Canalys
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In Q2, Apple Watch dominated the Global 
Smartwatch Market by Tripling Second Place 
Samsung

Apple continues to dominate the global wristwatch 

market with a 26% market share. Samsung overtook 

Huawei with solid growth of 58%, shipping 2.8 million 

smartwatches despite the much-anticipated launch 

of its Galaxy Watch 5 series in Q3 2022.
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Apple's Q2 2022 earnings:
Wearable devices become Apple's top three revenue 
generators

Apple's revenue for the second quarter of 2022 reached $97.3 billion, up 9 percent 

year-over-year , a new record for Apple's second fiscal quarter. During the quarter, 

iPhone, Mac and wearables/home devices/accessories - all broke Apple's 

quarterly revenue records for the fiscal quarter.

• The wearables business has now surpassed the Mac as the "third pillar" of 

Apple's primary revenue stream.

• More than 2/3 of customers are using Apple's smartwatch for the first time.
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Demand gives rise to business opportunities
As consumer demand for smart wear gradually heats up, the market for accessories around smart 

wear devices is opened up, which is also a business opportunity for the majority of brand owners.

Smartwatch Accessories

Popular watch band recommendations for 2022
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Size: 38/40/41/42/44/45/49MM
Process: electroplated silver, electroplated black and gray, single-
color oil spray, electroplated seven colors
Material: 316 stainless steel in the head grain, mesh band 430 
stainless steel
Model: Apple Watch full series

Milanese Loopback Strap
Seamless fit with a "snap"
Precision mesh for a soft, supple fit
Stainless steel, sweat-proof and breathable



Strong magnets embedded in the clasp

Firmly attached to the bracelet

Length can be adjusted freely

2 major styles to choose from: 

One-piece design & Double-jointed design



Vacuum plating does not lose color                      3016 steel does not rust                              Polished surface is more skin-friendly
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Natural resin strap
Resin texture Lightweight and comfortable

Metal buttons Lightweight and luxurious premium

Size: 38/40/41/42/44/45/49MM
Craftsmanship: finely carved
Head pattern material. 304 stainless steel powder metallurgy
Watch body material: three beads (acetate)
Connection clasp material: 202 stainless steel
Model. Apple Watch full series



Clear base color with amber texture

Each strap has a unique beauty



New laser rainbow resin
Fresh dazzling color bright texture
Various colors support customization



Passes nickel release test, lead test

Skin-friendly material
Non-allergic to skin contact
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Alpine Loop

Loopback hook and loop, not cumbersome to put on
One pull, one hook, finish putting on.

Size: 38/40/41/42/44/45/49MM
Process: Double weave
Material: Polyester
Model: Apple Watch full series

two textile layers woven together into one continuous 
piece without stitching. 

03#Star color

01#Green   

02#Orange    

04#Black 
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Easy to remove and install
Original type interface
One push and pull to remove the strap easily

2022Apple new hot watch band
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Size: 38/40/41/42/44/45/49MM
Material: Nylon
Process: Woven
Model: Apple Watch full series

Woven nylon strap with row of buckles

Nylon weave, soft and durable
Colorful mixed weave, colorful
Scribe buckle design, perfect fit

Each woven single-loop strap features a unique elastic design 

that is comfortable to wear and can be effortlessly removed 

from the wrist or reattached.



Size: 38/40/41/42/44/45/49MM
Process: injection molding + glitter
Material: TPU
Model: Apple Watch full series

Sequins + transparent design, matching colors

Rounded wristband edge, won't cut your hand

TPU material, soft touch, comfortable to wear

Full star strap



Solid color silicone strap

Lighter, more comfortable, more colorful

Size: 38/40/41/42/44/45/49MM
Material: silicone
Model: Apple Watch full series

Skin-friendly silicone, soft touch

New color scheme, more matching

Classic design with push button + closing clasp



3 main features

Breathable

Flexibility

snug fit

Honeycomb two-tone silicone sports strap

Lightweight silicone material

With compression molded air holes

to ensure breathability

Size: 38/40/41/42/44/45/49MM
Material: silicone
Craft: Moulded out with double colors
Model: Apple Watch full series



Engraved design 

Silicone watch band

Size: 38/40/41/42/44/45/49MM
Material: silicone
Process: Engrave
Model: Apple Watch full series

Metal connector, durable

soft silicone, non-sensory wear





Website ：www.ctworld168.com
Tel ：020-89014309  / +86-17665023206

Address ：Room 501,Building 3,No.539,Shibei Industry Road,Dashi Street,Panyu District,Guangzhou

Hey! 
We are the manufacturer for smartphone & laptop 

accessories and professional on quick customized 
production solution. 

If you also concern about the customized products, 
please don't miss our ODM service. We believe we can 

bring value to you.
 

Feel free to contact us. 
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